
Senior Wills

I, Kyan Anguiano,
being of sound mind,
do hereby leave my

magnet that pulls all
of the swaggy chicks

to Traite’s dad.

I, Carlos Aquino,
being of sound mind,
do hereby leave my

best dressed award to
Christian Quinones.

I, Lizzete Aquino,
being of sound mind,
do hereby leave my
lockers to whoever

wants them.

I, Caycee Bass, being
of sound mind, do

hereby leave my best
friend, Brianna Oliver,

I leave my cross
necklace.

I, Virginia Buller,
being of sound mind,
do hereby leave my

golf ball finding skills
to Brenda Lezama.

I, Erick Cabral, being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave my

awesome artistic skills
to anyone who’s

worthy.

I, Aldo Espino, being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave the

loudest truck award to
Hagen Jones.

I, Sarah Estes, being
of sound mind, do

hereby leave all of our
endless Sonic runs to

my sister, Emmy!

I, Aron Fraire, being
of sound mind, do

hereby leave the name
Aron to Aaron

Resendiz but with an
extra A.

I, Adam Garza, being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave my

center field position to
whomever is the most
handsome player on

the team.

I, Manny
Guereca-Marquez, being

of sound mind, do
hereby leave a copy of

my license to Mrs
Lehnert.

I, Gwynlyn Hannah,
being of sound mind, do
hereby leave my love for

fit checks to Zaynee
Ipson.

I, Payton Harvey, being
of sound mind, do

hereby leave my title of
biggest dump truck to

Mario Hernandez.

I, Brianna Heitschmidt,
being of sound mind, do
hereby leave Angelica

without a personal
Uber.

I, Reid Hendrich, being
of sound mind, do

hereby leave my height
to Carson because he

needs it.



I, Erick Hidalgo, being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave the
biggest hater to

Joanna Hernandez.

I, Macallister Jones,
being of sound mind,
do hereby leave my
good grades to my

brother.

I, Moses
Lara-Ramirez, being

of sound mind, do
hereby leave my

rocket league
sideswipe skills to

Christian Quinones.

I, Riley Lehnert, being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave my

weight room gains to
Jaxon Lehnert.

I, Angel Lezama being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave being

best looking Lezama
to my sister, Brenda.

I, Gaby Mendoza,
being of sound mind,

do hereby leave
nothing behind me.

I, Nayeli Norez, being
of sound mind, do

hereby leave Yazmin
Norez with luck

during her first year
of high school.

I, Kiley Chaffin, being
of sound mind, do

hereby leave Reagan
Romero being

confused in every
situation.

I, Dulce Ogaz, being of
sound mind, do

hereby leave
Mendoza's 1st  hour
all the burritos to eat

on Thursdays or
Fridays.

I, Aileen Ortiz, being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave my

tardiness skills to Mr.
Mendoza's future first

hour class.

I, Javier Talamantes,
being of sound mind,

do hereby leave all my
athleticism to Aaron

Rezendiz.

I, Martin Vallejo,
being of sound mind,
do hereby leave my

procrastination ability
to Alex Trejo.

I, Allison Weber, being
of sound mind, do
hereby leave my

knack for being late to
school everyday to

Kymper Post.

I, Cass White, being of
sound mind, do
hereby leave the

memory of Mr. Harris
teaching here and his

loyalty to THS.

We will miss you,

Class
Of

2022!!



Tee-rific Birdies: Cardinal Golf Places 3rd at State!

By Shelbi Moses, Co-Photo Editor

The boys golf team consisted of a total of 6 players. There

were 2 juniors, Jordan Riddle and Kaden Moses, 3 sophomores,

Bryson Parker, Gunner Post, Nash Levens, and 1 freshman,

Jhett Huffman. This group of boys had a lot of success this

season, making it in the top 5 at meets and placing 3rd at

state! On May 2nd, they went to Ardmore, OK for regionals and

placed 5th. The next stop was state! There were a total of 12

teams competing at state, and they were ranked 11th going

into the tournament. Being ranked 11th made

them the underdogs, but that did not stop

the team from giving it their all! They ended

up placing 3rd at state! It was quite the

Cinderella story! When asking Jhett Huffman

how they did it, he said, “We just made sure

to have fun; that was the most important

thing. We also kept a positive mindset and

knew there was nothing to lose, so we just had

to give it our best.” We are so proud of our

boys for never giving up, and working their

way to the top. These athletes will be back next year, and we cannot wait to

see what they bring to the table!

Sorry, I’ve Got to Run!
By Abby Buller, Sports Editor

This year, the girls’ and boys’ teams had very

successful seasons. The girls’ team ended up

winning regionals, with all of the relays and three

individuals making it to state. The 4x8 got third,

the 4x1 and 4x2 both took home the gold, and the

4x4 got second. Brianna Behrendt got first in

discus and third in shot put. Riley Lehnert got

third in 100m hurdles, third in long jump, and

fourth in pole vault. Lastly, Megan Weber got



second in 300m hurdles, and Allison Weber got first in

high jump. If the girls wanted to win regionals, they had

to beat Laverne in the 1600 meter relay, and that is just

what they did. It was the first time in twenty-one years

the girls track team had won regionals. They boys’ team

placed third at regionals, and they also had all of their

relays make it, along with seven individuals making it to

state. The 4x1 got fourth, the 4x2 got third, and the 4x4

got second. Nash Levens got fourth in the 110m hurdles,

Ryder Ireland got third in the 110m hurdles, and Aaron

Resendiz got second in the 400 meter dash. In field

events, Javier Talamantes got fourth in high jump, Ryan

Hammock got fourth in shot put, Hunter Issacs got sixth in pole vault, and

Garrett Issacs got fifth in pole vault.

Going into state this year, both teams had pretty high hopes. The girls had a

good chance of getting runner-up, so a lot was on the

line, but the Lady Cardinals didn’t let that bother them.

They went to compete. They started off strong with Allison

Weber getting sixth in high jump, the 4x8 getting fourth,

Brianna Behrendt getting eighth in shot put, and the 4x2

getting fifth. The next day was even better. Brianna

Behrendt won first place in discus for the second year in

a row, the 4x1 got fifth, Megan Weber in the 300m hurdles

got third, and the 4x4 got fourth. The spot for runner-up

came down to the 1600 meter relay again, but the girls

didn’t let that affect them, and they beat Laverne again

to get second place as a team. The Lady Cardinals are also

the State Academic Champions for the fourth year in a row! The guys also

started off well, with Ryan Hammock getting eighth in shot put, Hunter Issacs

getting eighth in pole vault, and Garrett Issacs getting seventh in pole

vault. Sadly, later in the day in the 4x2, the boys had a heartbreaking fall,

which resulted in them not getting a medal. The boys didn’t let that bother

them, though, and the next day, they got fourth in the 4x4, where they also

ran a PR! The Turpin Cardinals made everyone very proud, and we cannot wait to

see what the future holds!



Class of 2022 Scholarships

Lizzete Aquino:
● Glenn Carrier Scholarship
● Kathy Vance Memorial Scholarship
● Dan Duerson Memorial Scholarship
● Turpin Employee Scholarship

Virginia Buller:
● OSU Academic Excellence Scholarship
● OSU Academic Scholar
● OSU President’s Distinguished Scholar
● OSU President's Leadership Council

Scholarship
● Randall and Carol White Teaching

Scholarship
● Elks Most Valuable Student, National

Semi-Finalist Scholarship
● Glenn Carrier Scholarship
● Golden Spread Electric Cooperative

Scholarship
● TCEC Leadership Summit Scholarship
● PTCI Scholarship
● Bank of Beaver City Scholarship
● Seaboard Foods Scholarship
● Rogers High School Class of 1970

Scholarship
● James. O Smith Scholarship
● Turpin Employee Scholarship

Kiley Cha�n:
● OPSU Foundation Rule Of Law

Scholarship
● OPSU Outstanding Student Scholarship
● Turpin Employee Scholarship
● Turpin Booster Club Scholarship

Sarah Estes:
● WTAMU President's Scholar
● WTAMU Music Performance
● Elks of Oklahoma Scholarship
● Bobby Dean Little Music Scholarship
● Oklahoma Foundation for Excellence

Academic All-State
● PTCI Scholarship
● Bank of Beaver City Scholarship
● Seaboard Foods Scholarship
● SMART Scholarship
● Knights of Columbus Scholarship
● Farm Credit Scholarship
● Buddy O'Herin Scholarship
● Ned Guymon, Jr. Scholarship
● James and Fayetta Casey Scholarship
● Turpin Employee Scholarship

Aron Fraire:
● Freshman Merit Scholarship
● Cohen Honors Scholarship
● Thompson Simpson Memorial Scholarship

Adam Garza:
● Turpin Employee Scholarship

Gwynlyn Hannah:
● Women of Excellence at ERAU
● ERAU Presidential Scholarship
● FIRST Robotics Scholarship
● James. O Smith
● Turpin Employee Scholarship

Reid Hendrich:
● Beaver County Conservation District
● Billy’s Player of the Week Scholarship

Brianna Heitschmidt:
● TCEC/OPSU Scholarship

Macallister Jones:
● OSU Academic Excellence Scholarship
● First Security Bank of Beaver
● Glenn Carrier Scholarship
● PTCI Scholarship
● Jeff Hill Memorial Scholarship
● Turpin Employee Scholarship

Riley Lehnert:
● PTCI Scholarship
● Seaboard Foods Scholarship
● Dan Duerson Memorial Scholarship
● Gandy Ink Scholarship
● James. O Smith Scholarship
● Turpin Employee Scholarship
● Victor E. Scholarship
● OK Rural Organization of Schools

Scholarship
● Northeast Teachers Credit Union

Scholarship
● Cardinal Crazies Scholarship

Angel Lezama:
● OKPromise

Aileen Ortiz:
● SCCC Presidential Scholarship

Allison Weber:
● City of Hays Scholar Award
● English Freshman Honors Scholarship



Class of 2022 Honors Top Graduates
by Mrs. Kim Buller and Ms. Randa Depew, Sta� Advisers

Valedictorian...the top student(s) for each graduating class. This year, seven
students in the class of 2022 have equally earned the right to share that
title. Those students are Lizzete Aquino, Virginia Buller, Sarah Estes, Aron
Fraire, Gwynlyn Hannah, Riley Lehnert, and Aileen Ortiz. These students all
maintained both a 4.0 grade point average through four years of high school,
and they have each kept very active high school schedules. In addition,
Macallister Jones and Allison Weber have both been named class Salutatorians.

Lizzete Aquino has been a student at Turpin since Pre-Kindergarten and says
she has many people to thank for her educational success. However, foremost in
her mind is her sister, “Because she has really guided me through everything.
She made some mistakes, so she is always making sure I do not make the same
mistakes,“ states Lizzete. Being a successful student requires a great deal of
personal sacrifice along the way. Lizzete recalls that, “Often, I had to study
for certain midterms or finals and I could not hang out with my friends or
sometimes my family.” As for her future, falling in love the moment she went
to tour the campus, Lizzete has chosen to attend Wichita State University with
an added bonus that her sister also attends the same college. Lizzete will
pursue a career as a nurse, stating that, “I have chosen nursing because I
love to help others, and I believe this is a good way I can do that.”
Lizzete’s final message is a thankful one. “Thank you to everyone who has
supported and helped the rest of my classmates and me to get here today. From
teachers and coaches to friends and family, you have all helped shape us into
who we are today.”

Virginia Buller is also a lifelong Turpin student. She is most thankful for
her parents during her educational journey, stating that, “they pushed me to
work hard and to do my best. They never allowed me to reach anything less than
my full potential, which has been extremely rewarding.” In terms of sacrifices
along the way, Ginna says that her academics, sports career, and service
projects have been important to her, and because of that, she had to miss out
on some activities through the years. “I had to sacrifice a lot of social time
in order to get to where I am today. As I began to take more difficult courses
and my organizational responsibilities became greater, I had to set aside more
time to study and work instead of hanging out with people as much as I would
have liked.” Future plans for Ginna include attending Oklahoma State
University where she will major in elementary education and coaching. She has
dreamed of attending the school where much of her family attended since she
was little, “and every time I have visited campus, I fall more and more in
love.” Ginna has chosen elementary education because “I have a passion for
teaching. It is my goal to inspire students to work hard and to push
themselves, in and out of the classroom.” The word that Ginna would like to
leave for her fellow classmates is this: “Step out of your comfort zone and
brave the unknown. Cheer on those around you as you go through these next



chapters of life. Cardinals rise by lifting others, and right now, it's your
time to soar.”

Sarah Estes has been at Turpin since Kindergarten. Sarah is most thankful for
Mrs. Peters, who played a huge role in her educational journey. “She taught me
not only about English, but about personal growth, too. Because of her, I know
that the most important lessons I learned in high school aren't necessarily
academic. She taught me to always be kind, to give a compliment every now and
then, and to stay true to myself. I want to be her when I grow up!” Sarah says
that she really didn’t have to make sacrifices during her time at THS, but
rather she made “changes that produced positive consequences”, stating “I
pushed myself to develop a smarter work ethic, better time management, and a
more positive mindset. And in the end, [those changes] paid off greatly! Sarah
has chosen to attend West Texas A&M University because of the positive
atmosphere, nationally accredited music program, and affordable price. From
the first visit, I knew it would be my future home. I chose to become a music
teacher because I want to inspire young people—not only musically, but
personally—to be the best versions of themselves.” Sarah would like to leave
her fellow classmates with the most valuable lesson that she learned in high
school, which is “Be kind. It goes much farther than we think!”

Aron Fraire has been Turpinite since Pre-Kindergarten school. Aron says that
he is most thankful for his parents and grandma on his educational journey.
“They work hard everyday to get me where I am,” he said. Like all of the other
Valedictorians, Aron states that his biggest sacrifice to get to this point
has been time. “I have dedicated my time to doing homework instead of having
fun.” Aron has chosen to attend Wichita State University to study engineering.
Aron stated that, “Math and science are my best subjects and I feel like this
area of study best fits me.” Aron’s parting message to his classmates is this:
“There has been no successful person in this world that has not sweated,
suffered, stressed, and cried to get where they are now.“

Gwynlyn Hannah has been in Turpin since 4th grade, and has been a very astute
and active student. Gwyn says that she is most thankful for her mom on her
educational journey. “She has pushed me to continue to challenge myself and
expand my knowledge with every opportunity possible. My mom has supported all
of my academic aspirations,” she said. Gwyn told us that she has definitely
had to make sacrifices to get to where she’s at, and her biggest sacrifice has
been sleep. “It was the only way for me to succeed academically AND have a
social life for the past several years''. Gwynlyn has chosen to attend
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Florida because she has long dreamed
of a career in AstroPhysics. “From a young age, I have enjoyed math and had a
passion for outer space. In 5th grade, I asked my mom what job involves space
and math; she told me about astrophysics. And I chose Embry-Riddle because
when I went there and talked to professors, students, and saw their labs, I
knew this school would be a career launchpad.” Gwynlyn’s parting message to
her classmates is this: “No goal is too big. If you have a deep passion or
calling to go do something, do it. Stretch it even.. “



Riley Lehnert is another lifelong Turpinite who started her educational
journey here in Kindergarten. Riley would like to thank her mom and my dad for
everything that they have done for her during her educational career. “They
have supported me throughout everything, and they have always been willing to
help me out whenever they can.“ Like other Valedictorians, Riley states that
her biggest sacrifice to get to this point has been time, but for different
reasons than some of the others. “Academics don't come easily to me, so I have
always had to work and study hard. I have had to put in the time and effort
every step of the way''. Riley has chosen to attend Fort Hays State University
in Hays, Kansas, stating “I fell in love with FHSU’s welcoming environment and
its successful nursing program. And I have chosen to pursue a nursing degree
because I love helping others and giving back to my community.” Riley’s
parting message to her classmates is a thankful one. “Here we are, ending
twelfth grade with a senior sunrise, senior prom, senior skip day, and last
but not least, graduation. I would just like to say thank you to the Class of
2022 for all these memories and so much more.“

Aileen Ortiz has been a Turpinite since 8th grade. Aileen says that she is
most thankful for her parents, grandma, and most importantly God for guiding
her through her educational journey. Like all of the other Valedictorians,
Aileen states that her biggest sacrifice to get to this point would be missing
certain things or events to finish homework. Aileen has chosen to attend
Seward County Community College because she has received the presidential
scholarship that will cover her two years of attending. Aileen stated that,
“It’s helping me stay close to family before officially deciding to move away
to pursue my future profession.” Aileen has chosen to study Respiratory Care
with plans to become a Pediatric Respiratory Therapist one day. Aileen says,
“I have always seen myself and wanted my future career to help kids, and the
more I looked into the profession, it would be something I could see myself
enjoying and doing long-term.” Aileen’s parting message to her classmates is
this: “As we leave Turpin high school and move on to the next chapters of our
lives we will take not only what we have learned from the book and in the
classrooms, but also the lessons of life that you taught us. Whatever our
future holds and consists of for all of us, I genuinely hope everyone’s life
is filled with success and most importantly happiness.“

Macallister Jones is another lifelong Turpin student who started her
educational journey here in Kindergarten. Calli says that she is most thankful
for her mom guiding her through her educational journey. When considering the
sacrifices it has required to get to this point, Calli told us that she was
proud to be the Salutatorian because “To get here today, I have had to put
being a student first. Being a student athlete, I had to do homework on the
way to basketball trips and oftentimes wake up early to do homework.” After
graduating, Calli will pursue a degree in Physical Therapy at Oklahoma State
University in Stillwater. Calli states that, “Stillwater feels like a home
away from home, and I know that I will feel very welcome there.” Calli stated
that she chose the program because, “I am passionate about health and fitness,
and I love to help others”. Her final thoughts to her classmates is, “If



there’s anything high school has taught us it’s that, even though life can be
hard- it can also be rewarding. Even though there were moments where we
couldn’t wait to graduate, we are still sitting here wishing for a few more
moments as a class. As Brian Ford once said, the past is in your head, the
future is in your hands.”

Allison Weber is another lifelong Turpin student who is thankful for Mrs.
Peters’ impact on her educational journey. “Not only did I learn alot from
her, she was a big support along the way.” When considering the sacrifices it
has required to get to this point, Allison told us that “At times, I had to
sacrifice late nights getting things done, even though all I wanted to do was
sleep.” After graduating, Allsion will pursue a degree in Occupational Therapy
at Fort Hays State University in Hays, Kansas. “It is a welcoming community. I
find joy in that and in helping others.” Allison’s final thoughts that she
leaves are from a lesson that she carries with her and lives by; “It is never
too late to change your story.”

Lizzete Aquino Virginia Buller Sarah Estes

Aron Fraire Gwynlyn Hannah Riley Lehnert



Aileen Ortiz Macallister Jones Allison Weber

May Mystery Person of the Month
By Calli Jones, Design Editor

This month is the final time for mystery person of the
month. Normally, we do a staff or faculty member for
the mystery, but this month, we decided to choose a
senior.

This senior’s favorite color is maroon. They’ve been at
Turpin for 4 and a half years, and their favorite thing
about Turpin is how small and close the school is.
Their favorite teacher is Mr. Mendoza, because he
always makes the classroom fun by joking around. There
is always lots of laughter going on in his class. The

most embarrassing moment of high school was when they first came here, and a
classmate didn’t like them and made them cry. Since then, things have been
much better.

After school, they plan to travel a lot during the summertime, before
attending college in the fall. They plan to study respiratory care in college.
Turpin allowed them to grow as a person, and they have been able to watch
their friends grow as well.

Their advice to underclassmen is to not stress about too much. They said,
“Enjoy and experience new things with the time you have left.” Congratulations
to this senior, and all the rest of the seniors on their accomplishments.
Unfortunately, that brings the mystery person of the month to a close. Stay
tuned next year for more mysteries.



Elementary
Bryan Campos
Isabelle Groves
Jaime Mejia
Luis Mejia
Marco Morales
Zuleyka Moreno
Esther Norez
Dayan Garcia
Lexie Porras
Sloan Scheffe
Averie Seigrist
Bladen Smith
Carter Strong
Valente Torres
Reagan Veenstra

Junior High
Rorie Hendrich
Yazmin Norez
Omar Parra
Makenzi Pendleton

High School
Eduardo Aguilar
Alexaa Aquino
Caycee Bass
Bailey Boyd
John Epp
Manuel Guereca
Sabina Heckle
Jaxson Hensley
Jaxon Lehnert
Mirsa Moreno
Kaden Moses
Shelbi Moses
Jose Renteria



The Last Word: A Senior Editorial
Ginna Buller, Editor-in-Chief

As cliche as it is to say “high school goes by quickly,”
it is so accurate. It seems like a few weeks ago, I was
walking down the halls, admiring the upperclassmen
because it seemed like they were superheroes; they could
do anything. Now, here I am, a senior who definitely
does not feel like a superhero. I don’t feel invincible.
The truth is: I am afraid.

I am afraid of leaving my classmates behind. Every
single weekday, from Monday to Friday (excluding
holidays of course), I have taken an 8.2 mile drive to
get to school, August through May. 14 years of school
beside my best friends, and all of a sudden, our drives
to school are to longer the same. We will now travel all over the country,
away from our homes and each other, to learn new things. While I can’t even
begin to describe the amount of pride that I feel for each of my classmates as
they begin their next journeys, I wish I could pack them up in my suitcase as
I travel to Oklahoma State University.

I am afraid of leaving behind this community. The way that Turpin bands
together to support each other, in celebration or in tragedy, is unparalleled.
It saddens me to think about the amazing people that I will no longer run into
at the C-Store in the mornings, or at a football game as they cheer on the
Cardinals. While I know that I won’t ever stop being a Turpin Cardinal and
that I will always be welcomed back with open arms, I will miss being
surrounded by a community of people who love me and want the absolute best for
me.

Lastly, I am afraid of the unknown. August 14th, I leave the farm that I have
lived on for 17 years, and I will live with new people, in a new house, in a
new town. I will walk into class on August 22nd, looking at faces that I have
never seen, listening to the voice of a professor that I have never heard.
Deep down, I know that I will love college, and I will succeed inside and
outside of school. I understand that while I don’t necessarily feel like a
superhero, I am one.

To the underclassmen who feel the same way as I did: It’s okay to be afraid.
Being afraid doesn’t mean that you are a coward, it means you have a choice to
face your fears or run from them. Choosing to face fear means that you are
brave. And that bravery to face your fears and overcome them is what makes you
become a superhero for not only yourself, but for those around you.



Then and Now…

Much of graduation week is about remembering the past, honoring the present,
and looking to the future. In that spirit, we asked the Class of 2022 to
recall what they wanted to be when they grew up versus what their present day
aspirations are for the future. Here is what we found:







Congratulations to
the Class of 2022!



Thank you to our
generous sponsors!
We appreciate your

support!


